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RELICS IN SOUTH-EAST QUEENSLAND
South-East Queensland and particularly the Moreton/Wide Bay region has a wide
variety of sites which are associated with Aboriginal culture. This is some-
what surprising considering the high level of development in the area since the
late 1800's. The relics that do remain indicate the extent and variety of
Aboriginal activity in pre-European times and provide visible evidence of
some aspects of the ceremonial, habitation and manufacturing activities of
Aboriginal lifeway.
This material evidence provides the data from which Archaeologists can attempt
to unravel the pre-history of the south-east area. When it is remembered we
are dealing with a society with no written records, the importance of this
evidence will be apparent.
When "The Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act 1967" was introduced into State
Parliament its objectives were not merely the pursuit of scientific knowledge
and the preservation of evidence. It was felt that by preserving the material
culture of the Aboriginal people, a means would be available for the fostering of
understanding between Aborigines and non-Aborigines.
Following is a brief description of the different types of relics that are, today,
easily visible in the field. It must be remembered that tribal ceremony and
beliefs differed from place to place. The information below relates primarily
to the South-East Queensland area only.
A. CEREMONIAL SITES: Bora Grounds
The remnants of ceremonial activities, generally taking the form of earthen
constructions, are found throughout South-East QueenSland and into northern
New South Wales. They are often composed of two earthen rings, one large and
one small, connected by a path which could be up to 500 metres and more in
length. Paths of 4km have been encountered in the Laidley area. Sites
consisting of single rings and of others with up to 7 rings have also been
recorded. The earth was scooped out of the centre forming a shallow dish, and
placed in a circle, forming a ridge around the depression. On average an earth
work can measure some 20m across with the walls about 1m high.
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These earth works, often called Bora Grounds, were centres for the'Kippa 1
Ceremony which led to the initiation of young males into the Tribe, after
which they were able to become acquainted with certain sections of tribal rites
and secrets. In traditional Aboriginal society the Kippa Ceremonies were
highly sacred and women and uninitiated males were forbidden 'on pain of death'
to view or hear the ceremonies that were undertaken.
In a society that did not have written records, such regular initiation and
ceremony enable traditions to be passed on from the tribal elders to the young
men. It assisted in the learning of the laws; in the learning of the songs;
the creation myths; in giving each person their place of identification within
the group and in the universe of living things.
Bora grounds, being earthen constructions are extremely susceptable to damage
by natural processes such as erosion. Any form of land clearance during
development will often set up a chain reaction. The result of redirection of
water runoff, etc., will, for example, increase the likelihood of damage.
The Archaeology Branch endeavours to fence and signpost these Ceremonial
Grounds. Where development is imminent, it has been found possible to make the
total area into parkland. As Parks are usually required in modern land development
programmes associated with housing projectsJit makes the protection and preserva-
tion of such relics a part of the environmental structure.
Stone Arrangements
Although there is little ethnographic information to explain the usage of the
Stone Arrangements in South-East Queensland it is felt that they may have been
used for much the same purpose as the Bora Grounds. Very few Stone Arrangements
have been found, to date, in the Moreton/Wide Bay area. It is certainly possible
that other arrangements will be located. The major ceremonial sites are near
Walloon and Mount French. Stone cairns may have been used as markers to indicate
tribal or clan boundaries. They may have also been direction finders for
traversing the thick rain forest vegetation that once covered this part of
Queensland.
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B. ART SITES
Aboriginal paintings and engravings in many instances could be regarded as
ceremonial in significance.
The art in this south-east area is of three types; (a) free hand painting,
(b) stencilling and (c) engraving. The painting and stencilling is usually
easy to define and can be detected without difficulty. The rock engravings, if
faint, are rather more difficul t to determine.
Major art sites are located near Nanango (free hand), Gatton (engravings), and
Delubra.; (stencils) in the north. There are also reports of free hand paintings
in the south near Beaudesert.
There is no ethnographic information to explain the meaning of these rock art
sites. The stencil art may relate to the identification of ownership of the
shelter, whilst both engravings and paintings could be symbolic of shield
designs and/or ceremonial body designs.
Section from Gatton Engraving Site
(after M. Quinnell 1972)
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C. OCCUPATION SITES
Preservation of relics which give information on the habitation of Aboriginal
people before the arrival of Europeans is vitally important to the interpretation
of the archaeological record.
A wealth of information can be "read" from the remnants of bone, shell, stone,
vegetable fibre, etc., that form the remnants of human activity.
An analysis of the bone material for example will give information on the animals
and birds killed and possibly eaten. These will also give, when dated, information
to assist the identification of animals and birds which actually existed during
that period of time.
Shelters
The Queensland countryside, being diverse, meant that a wide range of environments
had to be contended with. During the wet seasons camps would be established in
the numerous rock shelters throughout the Great Dividing Range. The gradual erosion
of the inner face of a cave results in an accumulation of soil on the cave floor.
This "soil" forms in stratified deposits and where mankind has lived and left
behind artefacts, tools, etc., they become encapsulated in the soil deposits
within the different layers.
Open Camp Sites
Quite often, when the weather permitted, the Aborigines would live in open camp
sites which today usually appear as scattered remnants of fires and artefacts.
Stratified deposits, often found in camp sites, are difficult for the layman to
identify, but Archaeologists can gain information concerning seasonal habitation, and
technological development and changes, if the sites remain undisturbed. Where this
type of relic is in the path of development it is the normal practice to undertake
a systematic collection of all the artefacts in order that the material is
available for scientific study.
Ethnographic reports describe the housing style built by Aborigines who lived in
and around where the city of Brisbane now stands:
Huts were of two kinds, one small, the other large and less easily made.
Both were generally called "ngudur" after the tee-tree bark which was
frequently used to cover them. The smaller and most often used was made
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FRAME
COMPLETED
DWELLING
(Ra t h, 191 0)
In general, the dwelling:; constructEd in the South-East coastal strip of
Q,leensland canprisEd flexible saplings which were anbEddEd into the
ground fonning a seni-circle or arch. The frame was then coverEd with
thatching of grass or Tee Tree bark.
Dwellings made by men differEd in size and fonn of those made and usEd .
by wanen. It is known that dwellings large enough to acCOIIDdate ten
people were constructEd in the general south-east coastal area.
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in the following manner: ".-
A thin sapling z,'as bent into a semi-circle and both ends
pushed into the ground. A number of other sticks were
then placed with one end in the gY'ouad, the other against
the cUJ7Ved stick to forrm a "wal l If. This was then covered
with slabs of tee-tree bark'or thatching of grass.
Some 4-5 people could fit comfortably inside. The larger hut, using similar
materials could hold up to 10 people. A tiny fire was always kept burning
in the narrow entrance of the smaller hut. In the larger hut a fire would
be placed in the centre of the hut.
When bark was not available grass was substituted.
Unfortunately, remnants of this type of dwelling no longer exist~
however, old photographs and sketches can be found which illustrate them and
so give more detailed information on habitation sites.
Middens
The most common of the Aboriginal relics in coastal and estuarine areas and along
the rivers are Middens. These are characterised by accumulations of stratified
shell, bone, charcoal and artefacts. Often they only appear as minute scatters.
of shell and artefacts, but these also are of importance in building up the total
picture of Aboriginal activity in any particular area.
From the Midden sites it is possible to determine seasonal activity and migration
by analysis of the types of shells and their growth rings. The shells indicate
the sources from which the Aborigines obtained their food and give an indication
of diet, length and time of occupation, tribal movement and population.
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A MIDDEN
WEIPA
EARTH & DECAYED VEGEfABLE
MA'fTER
(D.J. Mulvaney, 1975)
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D. MANUFACTURING SITES
A major activity was the manufacturing of implements to be used for hunting, etc.,
and tool construction. One of the most important tool materials still visible
is stone and as has been mentioned previously camp sites today are characterised
by scatters of stone artefacts. They are particularly important,asJquite often~
the wooden and organic implements manufactured have not survived. We have before
us evidence of stone manufacture which would represent less than 50% of the total
tool assemblage of the Aboriginal people. Weapons such as boomerangs, spears,
spear throwers, fighting sticks and the many tools made from tooth, bone, shell
and wood have disappeared, although a few remain in Museums and private collections.
The scars on "Container" and "Canoe" trees remain as evidence of the bark and
wooden utensils, canoes and shelters constructed and used extensively by the
Aborigines.
Container and Shield Trees
The scars on the container trees can be measured and correlated against available
ethnographic records. Information on the types of trees is also valuable. Data
on the distribution of the size and shape of scars may provide evidence of
distribution of specialised containers or shields, thus providing indirect
evidence of cultural similarity or difference.
Quarries
Other manufacturing sites are the Quarries from which the raw materials for stone
artefacts were obtained. These must be documented and analysed in order that
archaeologists can determine the origin of material at a site and from this assess
the migration and trading patterns established by the Aborigines. Quarry sites
are often difficult for the layman to recognise but are usually characterised by
large masses of flaked stone and would be in a type of stone material that flakes
with a very sharp cutting edge. Stone such as Flint, Quartz and sllicified
materials having a conchoidal fracture made excellent knives, points, blades, etc ..
Basaltic rocks made the best axes and choppers.
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rAxe Grinding Grooves
Axe Grinding Grooves, after plotting their distribution, are of relevance
when assessing the usage that Aborigines made of a particular area. They are
characterised by dish-shaped depressions usually in sandstone and adjacent to
water. The depressions were caused by the polishing and sharpening of the axes.
Grooves can also be formed from the grinding qf grains, nuts and seeds. Sites
of this nature can be found in south-east Queensland. They need not be adjacent
to water and are usually much shallower depressions. Here again they are
usually found in sandstone. Seed grinding slabs were often left behind at a
favourable place in readiness for the next harvest. Where stone was scarce,
however, it was the woman who carried the grindstone to the next camping place.
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